Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Station Mission>>>>>>>>

TAC_Jon says:
::at tac preparing for arrival of ship::

CO_Reed says:
::in his office, looking over reports::

CNS_Dicki says:
::Arriving at new quarters::

CSO_Holst says:
:: busy at the various science stations::

CEO_JJ says:
::gets out of bed::

CMO_Rex says:
::in sickbay, working on reports for Starfleet medical, cursing as many medical high-ups as he can think of::

FCO_Dalto says:
::At Flight Control getting reacquianted with the controls:;

OPSPalmer says:
::entering the command area: Excuse, could you direct me to CO.

SEC_Arcon says:
::Arrives on the station, passes through airlock::

CNS_Dicki says:
::Goes to OPS::

CTO_Matt says:
::makes sure a force field is functioning around CB2, in case it is needed.

CEO_JJ says:
::dresses quickly and replicates some kind of nutient supplement::

AEO_Kal says:
::in her quarters finishing  a report::

CNS_Dicki says:
::Arrives in OPS:: Can someone tell me which is the CO's office?

CEO_JJ says:
::heads out the door, grabbing a PADD, and walks to the TL::

CTO_Matt says:
::looks at the new officer and points to the COs office door.

SEC_Arcon says:
::Heads for the Security office::

FCO_Dalto says:
CNS: Its right over there

CNS_Dicki says:
Thanks.

OPSPalmer says:
Thanks

CNS_Dicki says:
::Heads towards CO office::

CEO_JJ says:
::enters TL:: TL: deck 21

CNS_Dicki says:
::Enters CO office::

CO_Reed says:
::sets one PADD down then picks up another::

CO_Reed says:
::glances up::

OPSPalmer says:
:: heads towards CO office:: knocks on hatch::

CSecWolfe says:
::sitting in Security OPS off the Promenade Mezzanine, reading the last Engineering reports in regards to securing his Offices to recieve the "package"::

CNS_Dicki says:
Captain Reed, Ensign Savar Dickinson, reporting as ordered, sir.

CO_Reed says:
Come in.

CEO_JJ says:
::TL stops, i walk out and go down a corridor to Main Engineering::

CO_Reed says:
CNS:  Nice to have you aboard.  Welcome to Arcadia.

OPSPalmer says:
Captain, Ens Palmer, reporting as ordered, sir.

AEO_Kal says:
::finishes a cup of hot chocolate and heads out to main engineering::

CNS_Dicki says:
Thank you, sir.  Could you tell me where my station is?

CO_Reed says:
Welcome to you as well, Mr. Palmer.

OPSPalmer says:
Thank you sir.

CEO_JJ says:
::finish breakfast as I pass the Engineering replicator and I through it in to the Engineering replicator and press a button making it go away::

CTO_Matt says:
TAC:  Jon, I am going to check on things down at CB2.  Take over here.

TAC_Jon says:
CTO:  ::nods head:: Yes, sir...

OPSPalmer says:
CO: Sir, where should I report to now?

CO_Reed says:
CNS:  Well, to be honest, I'm not exactly certain where the Counselor's Office is.  You might consult the computer.

TAC_Jon says:
::goes to main tac console::

AEO_Kal says:
::arrives in main engineering::

SEC_Arcon says:
::Arrives at Security Office.  Presses the control panel and enters.::

CNS_Dicki says:
Thanks anyway, sir.

CTO_Matt says:
::walks to TL::  Cargo Bay 2.

CSecWolfe says:
*CO*  Captain, my teams are in position.....and the Cargo bay is secure....

CEO_JJ says:
::keeps studying PADD, notices the waste processing needs a runover today::

CMO_Rex says:
::realizes he has to fill out a bunch of reports in triplicate, and says something most unbecoming of a Starfleet medical officer::

CNS_Dicki says:
If that's all, sir?

CO_Reed says:
Palmer:  Report to the OPS station, right out there.  ::points to Ops::

CEO_JJ says:
AEO: hello, sleep well last night

CO_Reed says:
*Wolfe*  Good.  Keep it that way.

OPSPalmer says:
 CO: Aye sir.

CSecWolfe says:
::reads report of Charlie team in position inside....Delta outside::

FCO_Harri says:
::checks sensors for arriving ships::

AEO_Kal says:
CEO:hi sir, yes I had a good night  ::smiles::

SEC_Arcon says:
CSEC:  Ens Irandor Arconus reporting by order of starfleet.

OPSPalmer says:
::walks out of CO office and reports to OPS:

CNS_Dicki says:
::Begins to leave office::

CEO_JJ says:
AEO: glad because we get to do maintainence of Waste Processing down on Deck 28 today

CSO_Holst says:
CO : i am detecting a Federation signal

CTO_Matt says:
::TL stops near CB2, he steps out and heads for CB2::

CNS_Dicki says:
::Out in OPS:: Computer, where is the counselors office?

CSecWolfe says:
::picks up a Type II phaser and holsters it, also keeping his PADD with him::

CO_Reed says:
::walks out of his office::

Host SEC_Dolk says:
@Tulk: I'll be glad when this is gone

AEO_Kal says:
CEO: understood!

CNS_Dicki says:
::Heads towards Deck 5::

CO_Reed says:
CSO:  Can you identify it?

CNS_Dicki says:
::In TL:: Deck 5.

Sec_Tulk says:
@Dolk: Yep! Getting tired of watching our backs.

CEO_JJ says:
::picks up an engineering kit and drops the PADD::

CTO_Matt says:
::approaches CB2::

OPSPalmer says:
Computer: Where is Chief OPS Ska'Dinos?

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS station*: any body there

CSO_Holst says:
CO: negative at this time, it is probably the USS Extreme, it is just entering long range sensors

AEO_Kal says:
::grabs her engineering kit too and follows CEO::

CNS_Dicki says:
::Leaves turbolift and looks at wall display::

CO_Reed says:
*CEO*:  What's the matter?

OPSPalmer says:
CEO: OPS here.

CSecWolfe says:
Arc:  Ens Irandor Arconus...welcome aboard....you caught us at a busy time.  Grab a phaser and a tricorder and come with me please...

Host SEC_Dolk says:
@Tulk: Send a coded subspace signal to Reed.

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: sir I am heading down to Waste Processing I need someone to set the system on maintainence so I can work on it

CNS_Dicki says:
::Sees office and heads towards it::

CEO_JJ says:
::Enters TL::

SEC_Arcon says:
CSEC: Aye sir.  ::Drops bag picks up tricorder and phaser::

Sec_Tulk says:
@:: Types out message :: Computer: Encode Message Tulk-Beta-2-1 and send to CO Reed on Arcadia station..

OPSPalmer says:
CEO: Will change status on Waste Processing.

CSecWolfe says:
::heads for TL::  Arcon:  Is this your first assignment Ensign?

AEO_Kal says:
::in TL with CEO::

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: thanks

CNS_Dicki says:
::Enters the barest office you have ever seen in your life::

CTO_Matt says:
::enters Cargo Bay 2 and goes to the nearby computer panel to check on the internal force field::

CEO_JJ says:
TL: Deck 28

OPSPalmer says:
::changes the waste processing status  to maintenance::

SEC_Arcon says:
CSEC: Yes sir.  This is my first deep space assignment.

CEO_JJ says:
AEO: this is the one part of my job that a don't like waste processing maintainence

CNS_Dicki says:
Self: This is drab.  Computer, music, something pleasant.

TAC_Jon says:
::runs a sensor sweep of the area to make sure their are no other ships that might "mug" the extreme::

OPSPalmer says:
Computer:: Where is the Chief OPS?

CTO_Matt says:
::nods to the security officers in the cargo bay::

AEO_Kal says:
CEO: That's what I was thinking myself sir

Sec_Tulk says:
@Dolk: What is our ETA?

CO_Reed says:
::overhears Palmer::  The Chief OPS doesn't appear to be here right now.  Can you handle his duties?

CSecWolfe says:
Arcon: Welcome aboard...I am Commander Max Wolfe, Chief of Security.  Arcadia is a nice assignment, though a lot of new officers come here expecting very little action.  I can assure you, that you will find no lack of action here

CNS_Dicki says:
Computer, how do I call storage?

Host SEC_Dolk says:
@Tulk: We are holding here until Reed receives the signal

CEO_JJ says:
AEO: I was thinking about ::TL stops and I walk out:: giving the job to one of the teams but three ships are coming in with the same maintainence schedules and asked for help

CSecWolfe says:
::waits for the TL...but doesnt have to wait long::

OPSPalmer says:
CO:  Yes sir, just trying to get use to the new assignment.

Host SEC_Dolk says:
@Tulk: Right now it should be blinking in front of the Security console on a priority 12

SEC_Arcon says:
*Captain* Secirity here.  You have an incoming priority 12 message>

AEO_Kal says:
::walks out of TL, listnening to CEO::

CNS_Dicki says:
*Stores* This is the new counselor.  I need a chair, preferably comfortable, and a lounge sofa for my patients.

CO_Reed says:
*Arcon*:  Have it sent to my office.

CEO_JJ says:
AEO: if I had my choice I would be in one of the out of the wat Jefferies Tubes working on an EPS conduit love that work

CSecWolfe says:
::steps onto TL, waiting for Arcon::

CO_Reed says:
::walks to his office, and takes a seat::

CMO_Rex says:
::strolls out of sickbay, bound for the counselor's office::

OPSPalmer says:
::going over status at station and reviewing logs::

AEO_Kal says:
CEO: I couldn't agree more ::smiling::

SEC_Arcon says:
::transfers message to the Captain.  Runs to catch TL::

CEO_JJ says:
::Enters Waste Processing Center::

CO_Reed says:
::turns on the little computer screen, and inputs his authorization code::

CEO_JJ says:
AEO: well what do you say to check the containment devices first

CTO_Matt says:
::notices that there is a small problem with erecting a force field in the cargo bay and adjusts some protocals and links and has it up and able to be active at a moments notice::

AEO_Kal says:
::arriver at Waste Processing Center::

CSecWolfe says:
Arcon:  We are expecting a.....sensitive package...beyond that, Starfleet is not saying.  We've been ordered to Secure Cargobay 2 in order to recieve the package.

CMO_Rex says:
::walks into the counselor's office::

CNS_Dicki says:
CMO: Come in.

SEC_Arcon says:
CSEC: Sorry sir.  I saw a priority message on you console and transfered it to the captain.

AEO_Kal says:
CEO:I'm on it sir!

CEO_JJ says:
AEO: OK you take left and top sides-- I'll take bottom and right sides

CMO_Rex says:
CNS: Thanks, I thought I'd say hello and welcome you to the station.

Host SEC_Dolk says:
@Tulk: There's the authorization code...let's go...Cargobay 2 should be the designated drop off point

CNS_Dicki says:
CMO: Do you know how to get a chair and a sofa?

SEC_Arcon says:
CSEC: I assume standard security protocols have been put in effect?

CNS_Dicki says:
CMO: I tried calling stores, but no one answered.

CMO_Rex says:
CNS: Replicate them?

CTO_Matt says:
::moves from the computer panel and out of the cargo bay, nodding to the security officers::

Sec_Tulk says:
@:: Inputs coordinates into helm :: Should be there momentarily

AEO_Kal says:
CEO: Aye  ::goes to check left side on containment unit::

CNS_Dicki says:
CMO: They're too big to replicate, aren't they?

CEO_JJ says:
::takes a tricorder out from the Engineering kit and then looks at his kit:: room: that's odd my hypospanner is missing not that i need it but it is still missing

OPSPalmer says:
*CEO*: How is everthing going down there?

CMO_Rex says:
CNS: Not in one of the big replicators they use for spare parts. Let me try something.

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: fine thank you for flipping the switch for us

CNS_Dicki says:
CMS: Go ahead.

CSecWolfe says:
::blinks as the TL decends to Deck 23:: Arcon:  The Cargobay has been locked down.  Only myself and the CO can open the doors from the outside.  A security team of 10 men is inside the bay, and 10 outside.  They are fully armed.  Force field emitters check out as online and be put in use in seconds

AEO_Kal says:
CEO: missed place??

CEO_JJ says:
AEO: not my tools

CMO_Rex says:
*XO* Who would our new counselor speak to about replicating some furniture?

CEO_JJ says:
::walks over to containment devices::

CTO_Matt says:
::walks to the TL and waits for it to arrive::

CSecWolfe says:
*CMO*  Talk to engineering......they can handle it

Host SEC_Dolk says:
ACTION: THE USS EXTREME NEARS THE STATION AND WAITS OUTSIDE CARGOBAY 2

FCO_Harri says:
::checks sensors for any other approaching ships::

AEO_Kal says:
::checl her tricorder readings::

CEO_JJ says:
AEO: some one might have borrowed it and forgot to tell me

SEC_Arcon says:
::Nods::  CSEC:  All civillians have been moved or restricted from the area I assume sir?

CMO_Rex says:
CNS: Well, there's our answer...

CNS_Dicki says:
*Engineering* I need some furniture in my office.

CEO_JJ says:
::scans the right and bottom of contianers::

CO_Reed says:
::steps outside the office::  That should be the ship, now.

CTO_Matt says:
::TL arrives, door opens and he gets in::  OPS.

TAC_Jon says:
CO:  Sir the Extreme is waiting outside CB2.  Shall open  the doors?

CSecWolfe says:
Arcon:  Decks 19 and lower are restricted to Starfleet personel anyway......so that wasnt difficult...

CSecWolfe says:
*CO*  Has the Extreme arrived?

AEO_Kal says:
CEO: at least it wasnt something you neede now...

CNS_Dicki says:
*Engineering* A big comfy chair and a big comfy sofa.

CEO_JJ says:
*CNS*: not many people in Engineering right now we are kinda short handed-- tell ops about it and they might be able to get some one to help you

CO_Reed says:
*Wolfe*: It has.

AEO_Kal says:
::now scanning top of contaiment devices::

CSecWolfe says:
::notifies Team Charlie to clear the docking bay and ready for reinsertion::

CNS_Dicki says:
*CEO* Acknowledged

SEC_Arcon says:
CSEC: Right Sir.  Any idea what type of package it is?  Animal, vegitable or mineral?

CEO_JJ says:
AEO: for now but if we just happen to have to crack open one of these things i might need it

CMO_Rex says:
CNS: Bureaucracy at work. We just talked to ops about it, they said to talk to engineering.

CNS_Dicki says:
::Notices I didn't get a team assignment!!::

Host SEC_Dolk says:
@Tulk: I wonder what's taking the time?

CNS_Dicki says:
CMO: Whatever it takes.  So what do you need?

AEO_Kal says:
CEO: lets hope everythings fine here

Sec_Tulk says:
@Dolk: Station life slows a person down I guess :: smirks ::

CO_Reed says:
TAC:  Open the doors, let them offlload the package.

CTO_Matt says:
::TL arrives at OPS and he steps out, heading for the TAC station::

CSecWolfe says:
Arcon:  Starfleet is saying.....all they say is that it is highly sensitive....its also the reason why I have two teams down there....::steps off the TL as the lift stops and heads toward the bay::

CMO_Rex says:
CNS: Nothing in particular. Let me try something. 

SEC_Arcon says:
::follows the boss::

CNS_Dicki says:
CMS: Go ahead.

CEO_JJ says:
::Keeps scanning:: AEO: you know it doesn't seem like there is any problems with these things I think we should write star fleet engineering devision about moving the time of maintainence back some

CMO_Rex says:
*AEO* Do you have a free moment?

TAC_Jon says:
CO:  Aye sir.

CEO_JJ says:
AEO: see what he wants before you go

Host SEC_Dolk says:
ACTION: THE CARGO BAY 2 DOORS OPEN

TAC_Jon says:
::opens CB2 doors::  Extreme:  You cleared to enter Cargo Bay 2

CSecWolfe says:
Arcon:  I hope you are ready ensign, because this mission just might be your baptism by fire....

OPSPalmer says:
::scans operation logs and crew assignments::

Sec_Tulk says:
@Dolk: Here we go...

AEO_Kal says:
CEO: my readings shows everythings fine too::

Sec_Tulk says:
@:: Pilots the runabout in ::

AEO_Kal says:
*CMO* yes what do you need?

Host SEC_Dolk says:
::unstraps::

CEO_JJ says:
AEO: well all that is left to check is power equipment and controls

CTO_Matt says:
::nods to the Jon::  TAC:  Let me take over here, Jon.

CMO_Rex says:
*AEO* Could you do a quick furniture replication for our new counselor?

Host SEC_Dolk says:
::inputs his code into the safe housing::

TAC_Jon says:
::steps aside for CTO and returns to his console::

SEC_Arcon says:
CSEC:  Ah fire.  I look forward to the challenge.

CSecWolfe says:
::walks up to the Console doors, waiting for the greenlight on the hard lock.....making sure the deck is repressurized::

Host SEC_Dolk says:
Tulk:  Your turn to open the safe

CEO_JJ says:
Computer: begin a level one diagnostic on the Waste Processing systems

Sec_Tulk says:
:: inputs code :: There

SEC_Arcon says:
::hand on phaser, still in holster.::

Host SEC_Dolk says:
::takes ...the package...out of the safe

OPSPalmer says:
::checks power allocations:

AEO_Kal says:
CEO: CMO want me to replicate some furniture for the new conselor...you still need me?

Sec_Tulk says:
:: removes phaser rifle from locker ::

Host SEC_Dolk says:
::waits for the CB to repressureize::

CMO_Rex says:
::sighs:: this could get messy.

CTO_Matt says:
::takes over main tactical, sees the force field emmitters are in the green and makes sure the outer force field is active for the entry of the runabout::

CSecWolfe says:
::motions for Charlie team to form up behind him and Arcon::

CEO_JJ says:
AEO: I don't like counselors well so you go ahead i can take care of everything else

CO_Reed says:
CTO:  I am headed to the cargo bay.  ::walks to the TL::

CNS_Dicki says:
::Reads negative thoughts towards himself::

AEO_Kal says:
CEO: ok  I'll be back after

AEO_Kal says:
*CMO* I'm on my way

CSecWolfe says:
::the lights go green on the atmosphere repressurization.....keys the doors open and walks in, the team flanked behind him and his Assistant::

TAC_Jon says:
::checks again to make sure no other ships are nearby::

CEO_JJ says:
Computer: how long till the Diagnostic is done <Computer> one hour

SEC_Arcon says:
CSEC:  A runabout eh?  Interesting.

Host SEC_Dolk says:
ACTION: CB 2 gets repressurized

CNS_Dicki says:
::Decides to talk to CEO after he gets some furniture::

OPSPalmer says:
*CEO*: How long will it take to finish?

CO_Reed says:
::takes a short ride on the TL and arrives at CB2, surronded by a bunch of security officers::

Host SEC_Dolk says:
::opens the Extreme's door::

AEO_Kal says:
::heads to TL::

CSecWolfe says:
Arcon:  less conspicuous aboard a Runabout to a Starbase...these things come and go

CEO_JJ says:
*CEO*: ask my assistant she is working on it

Sec_Tulk says:
:: falls in behing Dolk ::

CSecWolfe says:
::notices Dolk and Tulk walk out of the small craft...with....the package::

SEC_Arcon says:
CSEC: True.  They're coming out.

CEO_JJ says:
::walks over to a control panel and begins to verify the computer readouts as they come in::

OPSPalmer says:
*CEO* : I was referring to the waste processing/

CSecWolfe says:
::notices the CO enter the bay::

CO_Reed says:
::spots Wolfe among the crowd::

SEC_Arcon says:
::Scans the personel with my tricorder for signs of explosives or hidden weapons::

AEO_Kal says:
<computer> main engineering

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: oh sorry I confused you with the Counselor-- i should be done in about an hour

OPSPalmer says:
*CEO*: I was referring to waste processing/

CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  It has arrived?

Sec_Tulk says:
:: eyes personel cautiosly, has become very paranoid as of late ::

Host SEC_Dolk says:
Security Personnel: Where is Captain Reed?

CSecWolfe says:
Reed:  It has.....

CNS_Dicki says:
::Notices (telepathically) Tulk is paranoid::

CSecWolfe says:
::steps aside::

CO_Reed says:
::steps forward::  I am Captain Reed.

CmdrWolfe says:
::picks up telepathic activity, and resists the urge to listen in::

CEO_JJ says:
::EPS readouts are OK, walks over to the bulkhead that holds the main EPS conduits for the room::

OPSPalmer says:
*CEO*:  What is wrong with the CNS?

Host SEC_Dolk says:
::hands PADD to Reed...waiting for fingerprints and authorisation code::

TAC_Jon says:
::wishes he could have gone to CB to see what the package was::

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: nothing much he just needs some furniture for his office

AEO_Kal says:
::in ME starts working on replicating furniture for CNS::

Host CO_Reed says:
::places his finger on the PADD, wondering if a blood screening is next::

CEO_JJ says:
::removes bulkhead and starts to scan it with his tricorder::

OPSPalmer says:
*AEO* Do you have enough power for replication?

Host SEC_Dolk says:
::waits for the Authorisation code::

Host CO_Reed says:
::inputs the code::

TAC_Jon says:
::takes a minute to quickly look at tommorows duty roster and holodeck reservation times::

Host SEC_Dolk says:
::looks at Padd....then at Tulk::

CEO_JJ says:
::scans OK- walks back over to the console and waits the next readout::

AEO_Kal says:
*OPS* yes power looks good for now, thank you

OPSPalmer says:
::checks where quarters are::

Sec_Tulk says:
:: takes the padd ::

AEO_Kal says:
::goes through the computer library::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she shakes her head...must have overslept...why didn't Max wake her up?::

Host SEC_Dolk says:
::looks at Tulk::

CNS_Dicki says:
::Wonders if Kal knows my quarters and my office are different.::

Host CO_Reed says:
::waits for someone to talk::

CEO_JJ says:
::next readout is computer systems:: myself: i love this test Computer: play some music Earth late 20th century

FCO_Harri says:
::conducts sensor sweep of area around station::

Host SEC_Dolk says:
::waits for Tulk's confirmation::

Host CO_Reed says:
::glances at the box::

CNS_Dicki says:
*AEO*: When you finish that furniture, bring it to my office on level 5.

Sec_Tulk says:
:: presses finger against the padd and waits for verification ::

CEO_JJ says:
<COMPUTER>::plays some R & R::

Host SEC_Dolk says:
ACTION: PADD Beeps..

CmdrWolfe says:
::she pulls her uniform on, and makes certain that she looks presentable, then heads out to Ops::

Host SEC_Dolk says:
Reed: Congratulations....here's the Package

OPSPalmer says:
::where are my quarters?::

Sec_Tulk says:
:: gets figedy all of a suddent ::

Host SEC_Dolk says:
Reed: Permission to depart

Host CO_Reed says:
Dolk:  Thanks.  When can I expect someone to come along and pick it back up?

SEC_Arcon says:
::Scans the runabout for oddities::

AEO_Kal says:
*CNS* understood, I'm almost finished

Sec_Tulk says:
CO: It will not be us...

Host SEC_Dolk says:
Reed: That was on a need to know basis....

CNS_Dicki says:
*AEO*: Thank you.

Sec_Tulk says:
:: hoping ::

CEO_JJ says:
myself: excellent Computer: turn up the bass to maximum safety levels the do the same to the volume

CEO_JJ says:
<COPMPUTER> CEO: acknowlegde

Host CO_Reed says:
Dolk:  I see.  Then I guess you can be on your way, unless you would like to stay a while.

OPSPalmer says:
::checks energy levels CB2::

Host SEC_Dolk says:
::looks at package::

Host SEC_Dolk says:
Reed: No thank you

Sec_Tulk says:
:: whispers :: Lets get as far away as possible.

Host SEC_Dolk says:
Tulk: Let's go

Host SEC_Dolk says:
::turns and gets into the Runabout::

CNS_Dicki says:
::Again feels Tulk worry::

Host CO_Reed says:
::wonders what id so strange about this package::

CTO_Matt says:
::scans the interior of the station, centering on the area around CB2, looking for anything unusual::

Sec_Tulk says:
:: Turns around and heads to runabout ::

Sec_Tulk says:
:: shuts the the hatch behind him ::

Host SEC_Dolk says:
::runs through startup sequence in double quick time::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she takes a turbolift up to Ops, and notices that these things could be sped up a bit....must talk to Engineering about it::

Host SEC_Dolk says:
*OPS*: Clearance permission please

AEO_Kal says:
*OPS* can I use transporter to bring the furniture to the CNS's office?

CSecWolfe says:
All:  clear the bay......

Sec_Tulk says:
:: sits at helm ::

CEO_JJ says:
Computer: give me a simultanious readout of the technical details of the station, the computer's techincal details, human anotomy, and a list of every planet in the Federation, Klingon, and Romulan Allience

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, are they cleared to leave?

CEO_JJ says:
<COMPUTER> ::Beep::

OPSPalmer says:
*SEC_Dolk*  Permission granted:

SEC_Arcon says:
::moves into the corridor.  Looks carefully around::

Host CO_Reed says:
*CTO*: They are.

CSecWolfe says:
::motions everyone out of the bay::

CEO_JJ says:
::hears the jumble and awaits the end of it all::

Sec_Tulk says:
:: waits for bay doors to open ::

CSecWolfe says:
::clears the bay, CO and all::

CTO_Matt says:
COMM:  Runabout Extreme, you are cleared to exit Cargo Bay 2.

FCO_Harri says:
::Scans area around station ::

Host CO_Reed says:
::heads back to station ops::

CEO_JJ says:
::looks at the panel again and starts to check for the next readout::

CNS_Dicki says:
::Sees furniture materialize::

CSecWolfe says:
CO:  Could I speak to you for a minute?

CmdrWolfe says:
::arrives at Ops, and heads for the nearest unoccupied console...begins to run a few scans::

AEO_Kal says:
*OPS* can I use transporter to bring the furniture to the CNS's office?

CNS_Dicki says:
::Begins moving around the furniture::

Host CO_Reed says:
::stops, turns around::  What is it?

Host SEC_Dolk says:
ACTION: THE DOORS OPEN AND THE EXTREME EXITS THE STATION AT HALF IMPULSE

OPSPalmer says:
*AEO* The furniture has been transported.

CNS_Dicki says:
::Sees furniture materialize::

CNS_Dicki says:
::Sees furniture materialize::

CNS_Dicki says:
::Begins moving around the furniture::

CSecWolfe says:
::discreatly:: CO:  I have set up a secure room in the Station Brig to keep the package safe.  I dont trust it down here in the Cargobay

FCO_Harri says:
To everyone in OPS: There in a hurry

AEO_Kal says:
*OPS* ok, thanks

CEO_JJ says:
::next readout is system mechanics::

AEO_Kal says:
*CNS* is everything ok?

CNS_Dicki says:
Computer: Change music, something soothing.

CEO_JJ says:
::takes out tricorder::

OPSPalmer says:
::checks scan of runabout::

CNS_Dicki says:
*AEO*: It will be sufficient.

CTO_Matt says:
::closes the door to the cargo bay and repressurized it::

Host CO_Reed says:
::moving to an unoccupied area::  Wolfe:  I take it you got the feeling that they weren't telling us something, too?

CEO_JJ says:
::scanns for any abnormal movements in the system::

TAC_Jon says:
::notes to himself::  Just an hour until I am off-duty and get to go on the holodeck

AEO_Kal says:
*CNS* ok, if you're missing something just tell me

CSecWolfe says:
Reed:  Definitely sir.  It would be easier to control in the Brig.  10 officers are always in Main Security...10 more within 1 minute...and we already know that the Brigs are some of the most secure rooms y their very nature

CEO_JJ says:
::Mechanics check out::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she gets a report that the Extreme has delivered it's cargo, and almost drops Max a telepathic line::

AEO_Kal says:
*CEO* is there anything you wanted me to do?

OPSPalmer says:
*CEO* how is it going?

CNS_Dicki says:
*AEO* That's all. Thank you.

Host CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  Do you think you can get it there discreetly?   After all, it couldn't be transported from the runabout, so you'll have to move it yourself.

CEO_JJ says:
*AEO* i think I am almost done check to see if there are any other things on the maintainence list

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS* almost done

OPSPalmer says:
*CEO* Let me so I can start waste processing up again.

TAC_Jon says:
::begins a sensor sweep of area as he sees Extreme leaving::

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS* you got it

CTO_Matt says:
::scans the runabout, checking for anything unusual::

CNS_Dicki says:
*SEC_Tulk*: This is the counselor.  Could I see you for a minute?

CEO_JJ says:
::checks the panel one more time and see that the total system readout is OK::

AEO_Kal says:
::cheks maintenance list::

CmdrWolfe says:
::has heard that there is a counselour on board....wonders what he's like::

Host AdQuchant says:
@::sitting in office::

CSecWolfe says:
CO:  I believe so...it isnt very large....the new Ensign and myself can get it up there no problem

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: start it up

CNS_Dicki says:
::Locks door to office::

OPSPalmer says:
*CEO* Got you, restarting waste processing.

Host CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  All right, then.  I will be at Station OPS if something goes wrong.

CNS_Dicki says:
Computer, make sure my quarters are locked.

CSecWolfe says:
Reed:  Yes sir...

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: sir I am curious has that package arrived yet

CSecWolfe says:
::takes the package and hefts it....kind of heavy for its size::

Host AdQuchant says:
@::encrypts message to Arcadia Station attn: commanding officer::

AEO_Kal says:
*CEO* routine maintenance on the computer core

Host CO_Reed says:
*CEO*:  It has.  ::goes back to station ops::

CSecWolfe says:
SEC Teams:  remain in place until you are relieved at the end of your shift...keep all safety protocols in place

CSecWolfe says:
Sec_Arc:  you are with me.....::motions to the TL's::

SEC_Arcon says:
CSEC:  You wish me to carry that Sir?

CEO_JJ says:
*AEO*: have one of the teams that are coming back from the docked ship work on that

Host AdQuchant says:
@::sends message::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she's been sitting on this station for several weeks....only Starfleet Command contact she's heard from is Admiral Yanson...seems a bit odd::

Host AdQuchant says:
@Computer: Estimated time of delivery?

Host AdQuchant says:
@<comp> 2 days

Host CO_Reed says:
::arrives back to Ops::

CSecWolfe says:
Arcon:  I have it...just keep a subtle eye out....::steps on the TL::

CmdrWolfe says:
~Subtle? I'll be nice...~

SEC_Arcon says:
::moves into the TL::

CEO_JJ says:
*CSec*: sir do you need my Engineering knowledge to set up some kind of protective barrier around the package

CSecWolfe says:
~How's that?~

AEO_Kal says:
team2: go to the computer core for maintenance check

OPSPalmer says:
CO: Sir, do you want the duty rosters for the station?

CSecWolfe says:
*CEO*  Yes....set up a forcefield around Cargobay 2 please.

CmdrWolfe says:
~We'll talk about it later.~

Host CO_Reed says:
OPS:  Why?   Have they changed?

CEO_JJ says:
::Heads out of Waste Processing and goes to the TL making my way back to Main Engineering::

FCO_Harri says:
::Checks log for scheduled arrivals and departures for the next week::

OPSPalmer says:
CO: I am not sure, first day.

CSecWolfe says:
::keeps the nervousness to a minimum as the TL stops on the Prominade deck.....heads up to the Mezanine level and the Security Ops::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she sends a message to Admiral Yanson, and then leaves Ops, heading towards the Promenade.::

CEO_JJ says:
*CSec*: sir what kind of redundany do you want I can set up a force field around the room then a few more around the package inside the room

Host CO_Reed says:
OPS:  I think I have the most recent one...

CNS_Dicki says:
Computer: Set up a sceduling program for anyone who wants to see me.

OPSPalmer says:
CO: Aye sir.

AEO_Kal says:
::sees CEO entering Main engineering::

CNS_Dicki says:
Computer: Music off.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: BLinky light on most of the blinky light consoles around the OPS area start blinking

CTO_Matt says:
::does a scan of the station and anything in close proxcimity::

CNS_Dicki says:
::Leaves towards Promonade::

SEC_Arcon says:
:: Moves ahead keeping an eye out for trouble::

OPSPalmer says:
::scans station:

CNS_Dicki says:
::Enters TL:: Deck 14.

FCO_Harri says:
::Runs diagnostic on system::

CSecWolfe says:
*CEO*  Unnessecary.  But keep redundent systems online in case of an emergency...::glad the doors to the Security Offices are closed, slipping in behind Arcon::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Promonade main lights go off

Host CO_Reed says:
::hears beeping and is reminded of the Scimitar::

TAC_Jon says:
::schedules a meeting with ships consleur for tommorow::

CSecWolfe says:
::looks up and mutters::  Damn.....

OPSPalmer says:
CEO:  what is going on?

CTO_Matt says:
::notices the blinking lights on his console and does a check of those systems::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she keeps the padd with her that she's been keeping her stories on, and stops dead in her tracks as the lights go down::

Host CO_Reed says:
OPS:  What happened?

AEO_Kal says:
CEO: i sent a team to work on the computer core

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: EMERGENCY LIGHTS ON DECK 14 come on...dim lights

FCO_Harri says:
OPS: Is there some type of power fluctuation in the reactor?

CSecWolfe says:
Arcon:  To Security now!  ::breaks to a dead run::

SEC_Arcon says:
::draws phaser. ::

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: send some extra power to Deck 23 specifically the Cargo Bay two area

OPSPalmer says:
CO:  Checking into it, sir

CSecWolfe says:
::draws his as well::

CNS_Dicki says:
::TL stops and starts to send me back:: Computer: Halt Loft.

CEO_JJ says:
AEO: good thank you

CSecWolfe says:
*CEO*  I need power in Security NOW.....

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: MORE BLINKY LIGHTS START BLINKING AND BLEEPING

CmdrWolfe says:
::she back out of the way as she hears footsteps running behind her, then returns to Ops::

TAC_Jon says:
::notes lighting failure on promniade::  Lighting falurure on promendae

CEO_JJ says:
AEO: we need to set up a force field

OPSPalmer says:
::checks energy level in CB2 and rerouting it there:;

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: MAIN LIGHTS ON DECK 23 START GOING OUT

CNS_Dicki says:
::Notices problems:: Computer, deck 5.

CEO_JJ says:
*CSec* as far as i know you have power ask Operations what is going on

AEO_Kal says:
::notices power loss::

FCO_Harri says:
ALL: Just what we need more problems

CNS_Dicki says:
::Gets out of TL and runs towards office::

OPSPalmer says:
::checks deck 23 and security:

SEC_Arcon says:
*OPS* We have a problem on the prom>

OPSPalmer says:
*SEC* checking on it.

CEO_JJ says:
AEO: what is going on ::walks over to a status panel::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: BLINKY LIGHT BOARD GO HYPER...MAJOR POWER FLUCTUATIONS ALL OVER THE STATION

CSecWolfe says:
Sec_Arcon:  get power now....I will secure the package....::pushes the doors open and slides in::

CNS_Dicki says:
::Enters code on door and enters office::

CTO_Matt says:
::notices the power going out on decks 14 and 23 and tries to reroute power to those decks.

Host CO_Reed says:
FCO:  Get used to it.

FCO_Harri says:
CTO: I'm going down to main engineering to see what the problem is

CNS_Dicki says:
::Lights begin to rapidly blink::

AEO_Kal says:
::works on console::  CEO: there are some power losses over the station

Host CO_Reed says:
OPS:  Figure out what's going on, yet?

CTO_Matt says:
::nods to FCO::  FCO:  make sure you have a phaser with you at all times.

SEC_Arcon says:
::Begins trying to route in more power throught the security board::

OPSPalmer says:
::checks power drainage and location of drainage origin::

FCO_Harri says:
::Heads to TL:: Main Engineering

CNS_Dicki says:
*Station OPS*: My light system is fluctuating.

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: all i asked was for you to send extra power to Cargo Bay two what is going on up there

CmdrWolfe says:
::she arrives at Ops, and watches the crew working....making mental notes on reaction in a crisis::

AEO_Kal says:
CEO:decks 12, 23

OPSPalmer says:
*CNS* not now, working on problem.

CTO_Matt says:
::scans the interior of the station for any power drainage::

TAC_Jon says:
*CEO* Massive power and lighting fluctuations on several decks...

CSecWolfe says:
::pushes the door closed, sliding around to the main brig, finding the special security brig..the most secure room on the station.....deactivates the forcefields enclosing the room and moves inside...place the package on the deck and sliding back out....quickly reactivating the field::

SEC_Arcon says:
CSEC:  I recommend red alert until this is sorted out.

FCO_Harri says:
::Arrives in Main Engineering::

CEO_JJ says:
AEO: turn up the output of the Reactor let's see if that works

OPSPalmer says:
*CEO* what is draining the power?

AEO_Kal says:
CEO:major power fluctuations all over the station

AEO_Kal says:
CEO: Aye

CSecWolfe says:
SEC:  Not my order to give, but I concur......
*CO*  I recommend going to Red Alert Sir....might be safer

AEO_Kal says:
::turning up output..::

CTO_Matt says:
::scans the interior of the staion to see if there is a source of the drainage::

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS* I don't know, your in OPS ask them

FCO_Harri says:
CEO: Any idea whats causing this?

OPSPalmer says:
CO:  Not sure what is causing the drainage but we are checking on it.

CmdrWolfe says:
::crisis of the week on Arcadia Station....wouldn't miss it::

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: turn off all non-assistial pwoer

CNS_Dicki says:
::Begins to head towards sickbay::

Host CO_Reed says:
*Wolfe*:  We don't want to worry the rest of the people on the station, but alert status is in order.
CTO:  Go to Yellow Alert.

CSecWolfe says:
::keeps a wary eye on the package as he waits for a response....never a dull moment around here....::

FCO_Harri says:
::Heads to main engineering console::

CSecWolfe says:
*CO*  Understood...

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  yes Sir.

TAC_Jon says:
::rapidly puching away on main consoles::

CEO_JJ says:
FCO: good to see you and know I don't we just starting get power flux reports that's all i know

SEC_Arcon says:
*All Security personel* Report to your stations.

CTO_Matt says:
::activates Yellow Alert status::

CNS_Dicki says:
::Arrives in Sickbay::

OPSPalmer says:
::shuts down non-esstinal stations:

CSecWolfe says:
Arcon:  get Alpha team up to the Promenade and keep the civilians from panicing...

OPSPalmer says:
::checks power levels:

SEC_Arcon says:
*Alpha Team* Move to Prominade for crowd control.

Host Quchant says:
<<<END STATION MISSION>>>

